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Be it Resolved by the Alaska Association of Student Governments that:
1. Whereas, young people will be disproportionately affected by climate change;
2. Whereas, Alaska is projected to warm by 4°F to 8°F by the end of the century1;
3. Whereas, experts have associated the recent collapse of the Snow Crab population with
the changing climate2;
4. Whereas, most glaciers in Alaska and British Columbia are shrinking substantially1;
5. Whereas, permafrost across Alaska is thawing, threatening infrastructure and local
economies1;
6. Whereas, carbon dioxide is Earth’s most important greenhouse gas, and its presence in
the atmosphere is causing excess heat to be absorbed and radiated3;
7. Whereas, bipartisan support for a climate solution could deliver durable and lasting
policy, remaining in effect for decades;
8. Whereas, a carbon rebate framework could put Alaska and America on track to exceed
their carbon-reduction goals set in the Paris Climate Accords 4;
9. Whereas, over 400 student body presidents representing college campuses in all 50 states
have endorsed a carbon rebate framework5;
10. Whereas, thousands of economists have also endorsed the carbon rebate solution6;
11. Whereas, a carbon rebate framework enjoys support from a broad coalition, including
major companies, Nobel Prize recipients for economics, and environmental leaders7;
12. Whereas, the broad support for carbon rebates could generate bipartisan legislative
interest and help mitigate the cause of climate change;
13. Whereas, the carbon rebate/dividends solution is built around four pillars:

a. Charge polluters a fee for their emissions. This would hold polluters accountable
and incentivize an economy-wide transition to clean energy.
b. All revenue raised from the fee would be returning to citizens in the form of a
rebate/dividend. This would ensure that the vast majority of Americans-especially
the most vulnerable-win financially as part of this solution to climate change.
c. Streamline redundant regulations and provide the policy certainty that individuals
and entrepreneurs need to invest in a green future and create jobs.
d. Protect the competitiveness of the U.S. economy, through border carbon
adjustments, and ensure global buy-in by incentivizing other countries to follow
our lead;
Therefore, be it resolved that the Alaska Association of Student Governments supports the
initiative to address climate change and adopt a carbon rebate plan.
Action Statement: if passed by the General Assembly of AASG, will be sent to Alaska’s US
Congressional Delegation and respective state legislators.
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